How to know what works in alleviating poverty:
Learning from experimental approaches in qualitative research
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Abstract
Experimental studies of poverty alleviation have stimulated an interdisciplinary discussion on what constitutes robust evidence to inform policy and benefit the poor. These studies emphasize research transparency and reporting standards, pre-registration, data sharing, replication and aggregated evidence. Though imperfect, such practices help to identify what works under what conditions. We argue that researchers should also explore how similar practices could be tailored for qualitative research on the politics of poverty alleviation. We outline a research framework motivated by the experiment-focused Metaketa initiative that incorporates the strengths of qualitative inquiry. We present the eleven pillars of a qualitative Metaketa.

Introduction: Experimental advances in transparency and evidence aggregation
Advances in experimental studies of poverty and development have motivated an expansion of causal inference based work across the social sciences – including in political science, psychology, and economics – drawing on carefully designed interventions, as well as fine-grained individual, household and community data. Seminal contributions include Banerjee et al. (2007), Duflo (2001), Duflo, Kremer and Robinson (2011) or Miguel and Kremer (2004) (and many others). In addition to generating critical substantive knowledge, these advances have also re-oriented methodological debates about the best ways to build knowledge and use research to inform solutions to policy problems. In particular, experimentalists have promoted the idea of transparent inference and pre-registration (Miguel et al., 2014) and aggregated and coordinated analysis across contexts (Banerjee et al., 2015) to produce robust evidence and to “know what works” in development policy. The debate on the value of data sharing, production transparency and systematic knowledge aggregation for quantitative research feeds into ongoing work by scholars who employ qualitative data. It also introduces debates about applying new reporting standards, partly inspired by experimentalists’ responses to these issues (Christensen, Hartman and Samii, Registered October 17, 2017; Kern and Gleditsch, 2017; Kapiszewski and Karcher, 2019; Jacobs et al., 2019; Elman and Kapiszewski, 2014; Jacobs, Forthcoming). Contributing to this nascent debate, in the following, we explore one development in coordinated and aggregated experimental research, the Metaketa initiative, and its implications for emerging work that relies on qualitative research.

A qualitative Metaketa
The Metaketa initiative – started by the Evidence in Governance and Politics (EGAP) network – was “designed to encourage replication, increase harmonization between studies such that meaningful aggregation is possible, and foster commitment to design and reporting standards that guard against selective reporting and publication bias. Its overarching goal is to promote cumulative learning in the social sciences” (Dunning et al., 2019, 8). The Metaketa (a Basque word meaning ‘accumulation’) model proposes an approach to research with scholars and
policy practitioners in close collaboration to find answers of major importance to development policy. Metaketas emphasize coordinated studies and integrated research designs to produce comparative and generalizable evidence in the social sciences. The four implemented Metaketa projects draw on the fact that practitioner organisations engaged in the development sector use similar programs globally to improve voter information, taxation compliance, policing, and natural resource usage. By experimentally randomizing these interventions, teams of scholars can work together to understand if and how common interventions achieve the goals they set out to obtain. Within projects, collaborators commit to data transparency, replication, and meta-analysis of all the data collected.

How could the Metaketa model be employed across a set of coordinated projects that draw on qualitative data collected through fieldwork across different settings? Together a group of scholars and practitioners collaborated and met in the spring of 2019 to develop a model for a qualitative Metaketa. By using the ten pillars of the experimental Metaketa framework (Dunning et al., 2019, 27) and its emphasis on cumulative learning as a starting point, the group discussed the strengths and weaknesses of qualitative and quantitative approaches and how transparency and reporting standards unfold in qualitative research. The collaboration produced eleven basic pillars supporting a future qualitative Metaketa application:

1. **Common conceptual framework.** In order to carry out integrated research, the researchers participating in the qualitative Metaketa should set out a common conceptual framework that generates a set of shared hypotheses that will be tested in each case included in the Metaketa. A co-generated and shared conceptual framework provides a basis for comparing evidence generated across different cases.

2. **Common analytic framework.** In order make the most from a shared conceptual framework, researchers should employ a common analytic framework across all the cases. While there are numerous frameworks that could yield useful results, process tracing “or the use of evidence from within a case to make inferences about causal explanations of that case” (Bennett and Checkel 2014) can be of particular value, because of its comparative advantage in using rich within-case data to identify causal processes and mechanisms.

3. **Multiple studies in diverse contexts.** Similar to previous and ongoing Metaketas, the goal of the qualitative Metaketa would be to produce comparable evidence across diverse study sites. As a result, the qualitative Metaketa is similarly committed to including at least four or more studies in different contexts within the Metaketa.

4. **A common phenomenon under study.** In order to include multiple studies in diverse contexts within one Metaketa, all the studies should focus on a common phenomenon or a set of phenomena prompting a common research question shared across all cases.

5. **Pre-registered and harmonized protocols for data generation and inference.** In order for researchers to engage with a common analytic framework, a set of harmonized protocols for data generation and inference.
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generation, including but not limited to interview guides, focus group discussion guides, archival research plans, and observational data gathering guides should be created by all the participating researchers prior to the start of data collection. In addition to shared data generation protocols, researchers should also agree to the same approaches to data analysis, i.e. harmonize before the data is collected how the produced information is to be analyzed (e.g. with computer assisted qualitative data analysis), and, crucially, what types of information would constitute evidence of a particular causal process that the research sets out to uncover. A first version of all protocols and analysis frameworks would be agreed upon prior to data collection (although iteration is not only possible, but encouraged) and – to the best extent possible – recorded in a qualitative pre-analysis plan that is time stamped and made accessible to the wider research community online (or gated until data analysis is finalised).

**Iterative adjacent arms.** One of the key features of much qualitative work – and particularly fieldwork – is iteration. Iteration, or the updating of the conceptual framework, data generation protocols, and data analysis frameworks during the research process, should be a key part of the qualitative Metaketa and is encouraged alongside or adjacent to work with the co-generated harmonized protocols. With a focus on documenting iteration, the qualitative Metaketa aims to show how different kinds of information are produced when following pre-determined protocols versus those that are shaped by iteration. Documented iteration should be encouraged not only within cases, but also as part of “cross-pollination” across cases within the Metaketa, so that collaborators can learn from insights from other cases to update their own analysis dynamically, e.g. by exploring an inductively generated hypothesis from one case deductively across cases. The goal should be to explore how iteration contributes to research and how it may help avoid key pitfalls, such as confirmation bias.

**Scope conditions.** Much research explores scope conditions, or the pre-existing factors or variables which are necessary for a particular process or causal chain to unfold in a specific way. The qualitative Metaketa puts understanding these moderating factors at the forefront of the project such that researchers are focused not only on identifying if specific causal mechanisms exist at all, but also how and why certain subgroups or contexts are necessary for the mechanisms’ explanatory power.

**Meta analysis.** The goal of the qualitative Metaketa should be to produce research that informs both a rich understanding of a phenomenon in a particular case as well as a meta-analysis of that phenomenon across all cases. Participating researchers therefore should commit to participating in a meta analysis involving data from all the cases pooled together.

**Study researcher effects.** Much published research in mainstream political science shies away from engaging with a fundamental question at the heart of both data generation and data analysis: the impact of both a socio-political context and a given researcher’s position within that context on the knowledge that is generated during research. While differing interpretations are often leveraged by multi-member research teams to great effect, this work is often hidden or under explored. The qualitative Metaketa takes advantage of the fact that multiple researchers work on each case and should provide specific mechanisms for documenting how different researchers gather and analyze the same data within one case. In particular, the qualitative Metaketa aims to explore this dynamic across researchers with “insider” identities closely linked with the research site and those with “outsider” identities who are visitors or guests and how these different positions generate different kinds knowledge. Moreover, collaborators working on different cases within the qualitative Metaketa should analyze each other’s data
before knowing the other’s findings to validate conclusions and identify critical areas of differing inference.

**Ethics.** Given the intense human interaction often created during the qualitative research process, the qualitative Metaketa commits to putting ethics at the centre of its project. This includes both a deep engagement with how to conduct ethical research and also an acknowledgement that the very human component of qualitative research frequently means that research does change participants’ lives in diverse and unintended ways (Cronin-Furman and Lake, 2018).

**Policy relevance.** Like the quantitative Metaketa, the qualitative Metaketa is committed to focusing on research questions at the intersection of theory of policy that are relevant to audiences inside and outside of the academic sphere.

**Conclusion: Learning from Experimental Approaches in Qualitative Research**

We propose the eleven pillars of the qualitative Metaketa as a way for researchers to explore how evidence aggregation and applied transparency can benefit qualitative research on poverty alleviation. Qualitative research is uniquely designed to provide insights into the processes at play explaining poverty and development. While experimentalists have been at the forefront of promoting reporting standards and systematic knowledge aggregation, a qualitative Metaketa could emphasize the strengths of iterative and context-specific work, a critical complement to existing research on what works in alleviating poverty.
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